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An anonymous installation photograph of the group exhibition “Surrealist
Intrusion in the Enchanters’ Domain,” documents a partial view of two denselyhung rooms in the D’Arcy Galleries (Fig. 1).1 Lurking in a dimly lit corner, the
verticality of a carved wood “totem” by Cuban sculptor Agustín Cárdenas (19272001) is echoed in the upright format of a large canvas by Cuban painter Wifredo
Lam, titled Nativity (1947), hung at center and brightly illuminated.2 Though perhaps
fortuitous, the juxtaposition of these two expatriate artists, both hailing from the
hispanophone Caribbean, raises compelling questions about Cárdenas’s connection
to Lam as well as postwar Surrealism and by extension about the reception of
the sculptor’s work. Snapped at the onset of the 1960s—a decade emblematic of
radical shifts in the contemporary art world—the photograph also records a decisive
moment in Cárdenas’s career. Taken as a point of departure, it thus provides a visual
record of the significant ties Cárdenas had forged with the surrealist milieu in the
preceding five years. The image also registers obliquely how the critical reception of
Lam’s work has overshadowed Cárdenas.
The sculptor’s participation in “Surrealist Intrusion” thus establishes his
association with postwar Surrealism in Paris, an alliance that was mutually beneficial.3
While providing a viable platform for Cárdenas to gain greater international
recognition, the movement also boosted its ranks with a talented young artist whose
work embodied core surrealist principles, as much of the critical literature attests.4
On the other hand, the surrealist pedigree held lesser sway than it had for the
previous generation of artists, which included Lam, whose careers had benefited
considerably from expanding surrealist networks established during World War II.
A case in point is the Romanian painter Victor Brauner (1903-1966) whose career
suffered due to the dire circumstances brought about by World War II, which he
spent in hiding in the French Alps to escape deportation. Close to the surrealists in
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Fig. 1. Photographer unknown, Installation view of “Surrealist Intrusion in the Enchanters’ Domain,” D’Arcy Galleries, New York, December 1960 © Association Atelier André Breton

exile, Brauner never set foot in the United States but his work was exhibited regularly
in New York and elsewhere from 1947, when surrealist networks still prevailed in
New York. Over the course of more than a decade, the art world landscape had
shifted substantially by the time the surrealists staged their 1960 “intrusion” in
New York City. Although the international surrealist exhibition generated some
buzz in the press, it did little to bolster critical attention to the younger generation
of unknowns like Cárdenas. Even Brauner, whose work was also included and had
previously received a good deal of exposure in New York, was lumped together
with the surrealist neophytes despite belonging age-wise to the group of mainstays.
Critics lauded the works by surrealist “old masters” while dismissing or ignoring
the newcomers, at a moment when critical appraisal and market interest in surrealist
visual arts production had been largely waning in the United States since the triumph
of the New York School, itself on the decline by 1960. As a result, visibility for
Cárdenas’s oeuvre has been largely confined to museum and gallery exhibitions in
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Europe.5
The primitivist-inflected abstract modernist idiom of Cárdenas’s mature
work stands at the nexus between European, Latin-American, and Afro-Caribbean
trends. Situating his oeuvre within the intersecting networks across these expansive
geographies thus sheds light on the complexities of the sculptor’s reception to
date. Cárdenas work has been the subject of numerous one-person exhibitions
in commercial galleries and alternative art venues as well as collective exhibitions
featuring surrealist visual production, Latin American artists or more recently artists
of the African diaspora.6 Characteristic of the “totemic” body of work exhibited in
the late international exhibitions of Surrealism, the carved wood sculptures entertain
obvious ties to global sculpture traditions, which were also ubiquitous as a source
of inspiration and innovation in defining works of modernist sculpture by artists
whom Cárdenas revered, such as Constantin Brancusi and Henry Moore. Many of
Cárdenas’s early “totems” can be ascribed to abstract portraiture, as their titles often
attest.7 A notable example, Mon Ombre Après Minuit (My Shadow After Midnight),
1963, signals the artist’s ancestral ties to West Africa as well as the surrealist tropes
of the double and the nocturnal realm of the subconscious (Fig. 2).8 An imposing
figure at over eight feet tall, the monumental sculpture is informed by the Dogon
carvings that Cárdenas first encountered through reproductions in Havana and later
in Parisian collections.
If the sensual qualities of Cárdenas’s work appealed to the surrealist vision
of desire as a liberating force in their quest for freedom and aligned with their
perception of the fecundity of nature and the harmonious ties that indigenous
cultures cultivated with the environment, the artist’s sculptural production, with its
striking contrasts, also materialized the Bretonian concept of “convulsive beauty”
and its defining conditions: “veiled-erotic,” “fixed-explosive,” and “magicalcircumstantial.”9 The resolution of opposing principles—subject and object, reality
and dream, self and other, life and death—at the core of surrealist thought, offers
yet another interpretive lens for Cárdenas’s sculptural output. The contrasts held
in tension both in individual works and across his oeuvre have elicited widespread
and varied responses not only from a surrealist perspective but also on the part
of poets and art historians either marginal or entirely unrelated to the movement.
For instance, in “Le Monde légendaire de Cárdenas” (The Legendary World of
Cárdenas), Édouard Glissant (1928-2011) underscores how “light and shade knit
together” in the artist’s sculptural universe. The dialogue between distinct and
seemingly opposing elements occurs between the slender uprightness of his burnt
wood totems, such as L’Histoire n’est pas fini (1958, Fig. 3), punctuated by perforations
or “ventilations” whose sinuous intertwining shapes create the rhythmic play of
volumes and voids which animates the static form, lending it a sense of dynamic
motion. The filiform elegance of the burnished wood figures, such as Anele, Totem
and Vers la lumière (all 1960)—which are figurative in that they represent actual or
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Fig. 2. Pierre Golendorf, Agustín Cárdenas and Mon Ombre Après Minuit, 1963 © Pierre Golen dorf
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Fig. 3. Agustín Cárdenas, L’Histoire n’est pas fini, 1958, burnt wood, 379 x 7 x 7 cm © Agustín Cárdenas
Estate
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imagined beings—stands in stark contrast to the luminous quality of the rotund
and curvilinear marbles that enclose space—Butterfly No. II (1959), Solitude (1971)
and Fleur éveillée (1979, Fig. 4), for example. In “Chanson pour Cárdenas” (Song
for Cárdenas), José Pierre (1927-1999), a protégé and fervent admirer of Breton,
envisions this interplay of light and dark as the nocturnal encounter of the forest
spirit who climbs a ladder to the powdery mask of the moon.10 Luminosity
permeates the prose poem “Piedra Nativa” (Native Stone) by Octavio Paz. Dedicated
to Cárdenas “who creates worlds out of light and stone,” his poetic illumination
of the sculptures opens and closes with the word “light” framing an arid rocky
landscape flooded in blinding radiance.11
Some further consideration of Cárdenas’s creative process and actual
involvement in the movement serves to bring into finer focus the sculptor’s
position regarding Surrealism. In an interview with Marie-Pierre Colle, Cárdenas
himself has described in no uncertain terms how the surrealists discovered him
and decided his work was surrealist.12 The adoption and integration of artists and
writers into a specifically surrealist genealogy was commonplace throughout the
lifespan of the movement. Breton’s writings on the visual arts were ongoing and
open-ended—the ever expanding and updated versions of his seminal Surrealism
and Painting are exemplary in this regard.13 Documents related to the organization
of the international surrealist exhibitions confirm Cárdenas’s more marginal status,
however. For instance, in the checklist for the Exposition inteRnatiOnale du
Surréalisme (E.R.O.S.) at the Daniel Cordier gallery in 1959-60, Cárdenas appears
in the third category of “Nos Invitées” (Our Invited Guests) and in the “en marge”
(on the margins) section of the catalogue.14 Granted, it was the first collective
surrealist exhibition for Cárdenas, who was a relative newcomer. On the other
hand, Breton had already signed the preface for the sculptor’s one-person show that
year.15 Although Cárdenas remained at a certain distance from postwar Surrealism,
preferring to participate from the periphery, two of his early works—an untitled
wood sculpture (c.1955) and the bronze Oiseau inconnu (1956)— graced Breton’s
private collection, a vast material compendium of the objects amassed over a lifetime
and materializing the poet’s legacy. The vertiginous assemblage of natural specimens,
flea market finds, surrealist paintings and sculptures, artworks from world cultures
gave physical form to his surrealist universe.16 Showcased among Breton’s surrealist
treasure trove—today called “The Wall” and immortalized on public display at the
Musée national d’Art moderne/Centre Georges Pompidou—the sculptures enter
into an intimate silent dialogue with the myriad of objects while bearing witness on
another level to the reciprocal exchange between the poet and the artist.17
As for his process, just as working in plaster early on afforded him a certain
measure of spontaneity, Cárdenas often employed automatic techniques in drawings
elaborated throughout his career.18 Max Ernst and André Masson, who adapted
surrealist automatic writing procedures to their pictorial practices, immediately
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Fig. 4. Agustín Cárdenas, Fleur éveillée, 1979, pink marble, 40 x 35 x 25 cm © Agustín Cárdenas Estate
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come to mind, as do precursors like Victor Hugo, whose ink drawings conjure the
haunting landscapes of his literary output, or the myriad of surrealist artists who
practiced automatism as a wellspring of creative invention. Developing a prolific
body of works on paper in parallel to his sculptural production, Cárdenas conjugated
a variety of drafting or painting mediums—graphite, ink, charcoal, watercolor,
gouache—to formulate visual ideas which resonate with his three-dimensional forms
and vice versa. Through spontaneous tracing of lines, decalcomania, and transparent
washes, the artist abandoned gestural mastery and conscious control to liberate
his hand from the constraints of academic conditioning and create amorphous
shapes that engender more studied figural forms, perhaps suggesting the emergence
of sculptures out of the raw natural materials of wood and stone.19 In ink and
watercolor works on handmade paper, Cárdenas rendered sculptural silhouettes
in relation to splotches of ink and nebulous zones of color. Experimenting with
looping crisscrossing lines on paper, he also applied the graphic motifs in low relief
on the surface of solid wood sculptures created from the mid-1970s, such as Stèle
(1974, Fig. 5), and Le Bois de Carrare (1974). Early examples of painting convex
areas with white pigment to heighten light and dark contrasts on sculpture, such as
Mon ombre après minuit (1963), seem to announce other variations of surface pattern
incised into stone or wood and accented with paint. Ebène incrusté (1974) with its
white amoeba-like forms inlaid into the smooth flat side of an ebony column,
a narrow opening carved out of the opposite side and crowned with a bulbousshape—or Personnage aux accents noirs (1976), two rounded forms in pale marble
balance slightly askew, one atop the other, with a pair of protruding lumps and black
calligraphic slashes. Form precedes language in Cárdenas’s sculptural universe; figures
come into being before the artist assigns them titles, another common surrealist
practice, whereby the poets often titled works in a poetic-plastic dialogue.
Blending masterful treatment of traditional sculptural materials—wood,
stone and bronze—and formal innovation drawing from multiple sources,
Cárdenas’s sculpture fits uneasily into rigid art historical categories, balancing and
melding elements of European modernism with aspects of his Latin American and
African heritage. Although Cárdenas has been dubbed “the surrealist sculptor par
excellence,” his work defies facile labels. Unclassifiable yet firmly anchored in the
multifaceted Caribbean region— the work hovers harmoniously at “the crossroads
of the world,” between rootedness and displacement, repose and dynamism, at once
ancient and contemporary, past and future. Timeless and utopian (in the “no place”
sense of the term), his sculptures embody a universal vision that further complicates
the artist’s position in the context of the postwar art world shift to New York. While
Cárdenas participated in several collective exhibitions in the United States, his only
solo show, until more recently, was held in Chicago at the Richard Feigen gallery in
1962.20
Secondary scholarship on Surrealism tends to omit Cárdenas, who is
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Fig. 5. Agustín Cárdenas, Stèle, 1974, wood, 49 x 27 x 10 cm © Agustín Cárdenas Estate

most often mentioned in conjunction with his better-known compatriot Lam
by scholars of Latin American or Cuban art.21 In his discussion of a modern
Afro-Cuban aesthetic, Gerardo Mosquera, who has written extensively on Lam,
draws parallels between the two artists, as have others in passing.22 Separated by a
generation and working primarily in different mediums— Cárdenas was a sculptor
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and Lam a painter—both completed their traditional fine arts training at the
prestigious Academia San Alejandro in Havana and subsequently spent much of
their careers in Europe, where they each forged ties with the international avantgarde and in particular Surrealism.23 Tracing Cárdenas’s trajectory as it paralleled
and crossed paths with Lam’s in the pictorial realm offers clues to the sculptor’s
relatively marginal status in the United States.24 By contrast, Lam has garnered
greater institutional recognition and received far more attention internationally than
Cárdenas and other artists from the Caribbean region, as scholars such as Michael
Richardson have asserted.25 Heralded as a pioneer, Lam was “the first person in the
history of Western art to give in the early 1940s, a vision in America from an African
perspective.”26 He has been recognized as an artist with a universal perspective
and credited with providing a model for subsequent generations not only in Cuba
but also for Latin American artists more generally, “who seek to reconcile their
allegiance to a national identity and aspirations with the vocabulary of modernism.”27
If Cárdenas did for sculpture in the 1950s what Lam had done for painting in the
1940s, as has been advanced by some scholars, timing was key for the broader impact
it could have. A determining factor in their respective critical and financial fortunes,
the generational gap offers a partial explanation for this disparity. Cárdenas’s
emergence on the contemporary art scene in the United States occurred when
interest in Surrealism had all but vanished, most notably in New York. Casting light
on the intricacies of the sculptor’s scant reception and meager presence stateside
thus requires a more robust examination of his productive and fruitful career
spanning nearly five decades, from the 1950s to the end of the twentieth century,
when his first retrospective “Agustín Cárdenas: Sculptures, 1947-1997,” was mounted
at the Couvent des Cordeliers, an alternative exhibition space housed in a former
16th-century convent in the heart of Paris.28
Cuban Beginnings
A descendant of African slaves from Senegal and the Congo, Agustín
Cárdenas spent his early childhood in Matanzas, a sugar-producing province east
of Havana, until his father, a successful tailor, moved the family to Havana. At the
age of sixteen, the young Cárdenas was admitted to the San Alejandro Academy
of Fine Arts, where he trained from 1943 to 1949 with the celebrated Cuban
sculptor Juan José Sicre (1974-1898), who had studied in Paris in the 1920s at the
Académie de la Grande Chaumière under the tutelage of French sculptor Antoine
Bourdelle. Assisting Sicre on public sculpture commissions, such as the monumental
commemorative statue of the Cuban hero for José Martí Memorial, Cárdenas
received an academic artistic education based on interwar European models,
which commingled the classical with the modern in line with the “return to order”
characteristic of the period.29 It was also during that formative period, however, that
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Cárdenas encountered the sculptural idiom of the international avant-garde through
reproductions of works by then renowned European sculptors Brancusi, Jean Arp
and Moore, to whom he avows a formal debt.
Swiftly abandoning the more traditional representational mode of his
formative years, Cárdenas embraced an increasingly abstract vocabulary while
experimenting with different techniques and materials—constructing in metal,
modeling in plaster, and direct carving from wood or stone. From 1953-1955, he
joined forces with a short-lived cohort of painters and sculptors calling themselves
“El Grupo de Once” (Group of Eleven), who took their cue from abstract
expressionist trends in New York and lyrical abstraction as it was called in Europe.30
In adopting and adapting the contemporary postwar formal language of abstraction,
those artists staked a claim for artistic freedom in reaction to the repressive political
regime of Fulgencio Batista (1901-1973). Following a two-person exhibition at
the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in Havana in 1955, where his sculptures were
presented in tandem with paintings by Rafael Soriano (1920-2015), Cárdenas was
awarded the Silver Medal at the Salon de Bellas Artes and received a scholarship to
study in Europe.
Postwar Paris
By the time the sculptor arrived in Paris on December 25, 1955, he had
already enjoyed a promising debut in Havana, having participated in three solo
shows and regular group exhibitions, frequently with “Los Once.”31 For Cárdenas,
relocating to the French capital was the next step along the path in a rising career,
whereas Lam had left his homeland in 1923, at the age of twenty-one, on a municipal
government grant to continue his studies at the art school of the Prado Museum in
Madrid. Once in Paris, Cárdenas took up residence in the Cuban Pavilion of the Cité
Universitaire, where he found himself in the company of compatriots, including the
Mexican-born Cuban painter of Lebanese origin Fayad Jamís (1930-1988), a former
member of “Los Once,” with whom he also shared a small studio on rue Daguerre
in Montparnasse. Jamís, who had arrived in January 1955, introduced Cárdenas
to prominent figures in the postwar Parisian art world. Of particular importance
at the outset was Géo (Georgette Dupin), surrealist painter Alice Rahon’s sister,
who directed L’Etoile Scellée and La Cour d’Ingres galleries, both of which were
associated with the surrealists and would host numerous exhibitions of artists from
the movement’s ranks.32 In his first Parisian show held at L’Étoile Scellée in May
1956, Cárdenas presented recent sculptures in plaster alongside Jamís’s paintings.
At the same moment, the sculptor’s work also debuted in the United States at the
Museum of Fine Arts in Houston in the “Gulf-Caribbean Art Exhibition,” where
Cárdenas’s Lovers, a 1955 work in wood, was displayed among twenty artworks by
seventeen Cuban artists.33
Although his actual encounter with the surrealists coincided with his arrival
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in Paris, Cárdenas would have been familiar with the work of artists in the surrealist
orbit while still in Havana, most notably Wifredo Lam, who in 1941 at the onset of
World War II had fled to Havana until resettling in Paris in 1952.34 Generationally,
Lam belonged to the Cuban vanguard, but upon returning to his native country the
painter was snubbed by his Cuban contemporaries after many years of absence and
enviable success abroad—his now iconic painting The Jungle (1943) was acquired
by the Museum of Modern Art in New York the year following its completion.
Lam’s refusal to participate in MoMA’s 1944 exhibition “Modern Cuban Painters”
only fueled the flames of their resentment. His outsider status, however, assisted in
fostering ties with the next generation of under-thirty artists active in “Los Once.” In
seeking to stake out new aesthetic and political ground, they articulated a complete
break with their Cuban predecessors but identified with Lam as a pioneering figure
and virtual mentor. By the 1950s, an acclaimed member of the international avantgarde, Lam thus offered the younger artists a model of artistic freedom to be revered
rather than renounced.35
On a more personal level, Cárdenas would also have had exposure to Lam’s
work on view in Havana during the late 1940s and 1950s.36 The sculptor could have
thus observed firsthand how his compatriot, with whom he shared Afro-Cuban
heritage, had by the 1950s addressed and incorporated that cultural legacy into his
painting. Only after leaving Cuba, however, would both artists initially discover
actual material objects from world cultures since none were held in Cuban public
collections at the time.37 Gaining access to the wealth of prime examples of those
objects in European ethnographic collections and coveted by avant-garde artists and
private collectors provided not only encounters with the material culture of their
African origins but also a more nuanced grasp of the formal sources of European
modernist art. Although Cárdenas had been confronted with racial tensions while
living in Havana, he encountered a cosmopolitan intellectual climate in the French
capital that attracted leading figures from former French Caribbean and African
colonies and generated debate on the socio-political merits of the Négritude
movement theorized by Martiniquan Aimé Césaire and Senegalese Léopold Sédar
Senghor. The surrealists demonstrated their solidarity and cultivated alliances with
Afro-Caribbean intellectuals and artists, in particular, as well as other members of
the African diaspora. In that favorable context, Cárdenas thus gained heightened
consciousness of his cultural inheritance, albeit filtered through the surrealist
celebration of these other cultures as an antidote to rationalism and the bourgeois
values they eschewed. Though poorly informed, their affinities with an idealized
“other” also aligned politically with the movement’s anti-colonial stance.38
The early 1960s were an extremely fertile time for Cárdenas both personally
and professionally. While adjusting to new roles as a husband and father, he adhered
to a rigorous work ethic, producing an astounding body of work, adding marble
to his repertoire of materials and multiplying exhibitions in Paris and abroad. In
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addition, he participated in public sculpture symposiums internationally, traversing
far-flung continents to carve monumental works from local varieties of stone in
Austria, Israel, Japan and Canada between 1961 and 1964.39 Around the same time,
Cárdenas also befriended former dealer, artist, and collector William Copley, an
American expatriate who ran in surrealist circles and lived in Paris from 1951 to
1962.40 An avid supporter of the Cuban’s work, Copley acquired four sculptures for
his personal collection: two early marble pieces, Reflets d’eau (1961) and Head (1963)
and two works in wood, both Untitled (1965).41 In addition, the William and Noma
Copley Foundation further supported Cárdenas through an artist grant awarded to
the sculptor in 1964.42
Founded in 1955, the Galerie du Dragon hosted two one-person exhibitions
of Cárdenas in 1961 and 1965.43 A regular contributor to the gallery’s publications,
Glissant authored the text “Le Monde légendaire de Cárdenas” (The Legendary
World of Cárdenas) for the first exhibition in 1961, excerpts of which have been
widely reprinted in subsequent exhibition catalogues of the artist’s work. The
Martiniquan poet renewed his tribute to the sculptor with “Sept paysages pour les
sculptures de Cárdenas” (Seven Landscapes for Cárdenas’s Sculptures), a catalogue
essay for the artist’s one-man exhibition at the Parisian gallery Le Point Cardinale
in 1979.44 Though he never formally belonged to the surrealist group, Glissant
frequented Breton’s studio and associated with writers and artists, including Cárdenas
and Lam, who participated in surrealist collective activities. The collaboration
between Cárdenas and Glissant was reciprocal; images of his works on paper
complemented Glissant’s writings. Published by Éditions du Dragon in 1979, a
special edition of Glissant’s poem Boises: Histoire naturelle d’une aridité with four
original etchings by Cárdenas was issued in sixty numbered copies, signed by the
author and artist. His drawings also graced the covers of the first manuscript of
Glissant’s Discours antillais and the subsequent paperback edition (Éditions du Seuil,
1981).
In cooperation with the Galerie du Dragon, Richard Feigen presented
Cárdenas’s first solo show in the United States at his eponymous Chicago gallery in
1961.45 Reprising the thirty-two sculptures executed in wood and marble from 1956
to 1961 presented previously at the Parisian gallery, Feigen augmented the checklist
with three works lent by local collectors: Torso, (1960) in marble from Mr. and Mrs.
Weinstein; Indian Flower (1960) in wood from the Mr. and Mrs. Arnold H. Maremont;
Antillean Plant (1961) in oak from Mr. and Mrs. Edwin G. Bergman.46 A reprint of
Breton’s preface for the 1959 Cours d’Ingres gallery preceded Glissant’s text for
Galerie du Dragon, both translated from French to English by American poet and
art critic John Ashbery. Established in 1957, Feigen’s Chicago gallery prominently
featured surrealist artists, many of whom the dealer met through Roberto Matta or
New York dealers like Julien Levy and Alexander Iolas who also promoted surrealist
visual art.
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While Cárdenas was presenting his work in surrealist exhibitions and
affiliated galleries, he also participated in group shows devoted to Latin American
expatriate artists in France. In 1962, he was a member of the organizing committee,
as were Lam and Matta among others, for “L’art latino-americain à Paris,” held at
the Musée d’Art moderne de la ville de Paris from August 2 to October 4, 1962.
Showcasing the recent production of sculptures, paintings, and works on paper by
over a hundred thirty artists from diverse Latin American countries residing in Paris,
Cárdenas exhibited the 1962 sculpture in ebony Colonne du feu 2 (Column of Fire 2)
as well as two watercolors.47 The vast survey was repeated at the same host institution
in 1965 with the slightly modified title “Artistes latino-americains de Paris.” The
Cuban sculptor was also featured in “Sept artistes latino-américains” at the Galerie
du Dragon in 1971.48 An even broader context in which Cárdenas exhibited his
sculpture was the postwar School of Paris or “Nouvelle École de Paris,” as it was
dubbed by Charles Estienne.49 In group shows such as “Cinq jeunes sculpteurs de
l’École de Paris,” held at the Galerie Saint Agustin in 1959 or the annual salons in
Paris—“Salon de la jeune sculpture,” from 1956-1971, “Réalités nouvelles,” from
1957 to 1965, or “Salon de Mai,” from 1960 to 1971—Cárdenas benefited from a
regular platform for showing his artwork throughout the 1960s. The special edition
of the 1967 Salon de Mai, organized under the artistic direction of Lam in Havana,
was the occasion for Cárdenas to return to his homeland for the first time in over a
decade.50
Critical writing on Cárdenas also corresponds to roughly the same time
period from 1956 to the mid-1970s. Texts authored by his contemporaries chiefly
for gallery exhibition catalogues, which have been frequently reprinted in subsequent
publications from the 1980s forward, constitute the bulk of the interpretive
literature. Breton’s poetic preface for the 1959 Cour d’Ingres catalogue has been
republished most often, thereby serving to consolidate the sculptor’s legacy in the
surrealist pantheon of visual artists celebrated in the penultimate iteration of the
poet’s Surrealism and Painting.51 Glissant’s lyrical texts celebrating the œuvre of his
fellow Afro-Caribbean contemporary take pride of place alongside those of the
surrealist leader. Other oft-quoted commentaries on Cárdenas by writers in the
broader surrealist orbit include Mexican poet Octavio Paz and French poet and art
critic Alain Jouffroy, a fellow traveler of the postwar surrealist movement. Another
surrealist-affiliated writer André Pieyre de Mandiargues (1909-1991) cemented
Cárdenas’s reputation as “the surrealist sculptor par excellence,” an oft-repeated
statement perpetuating the reductive and somewhat misconstrued label.52 In
quantitative terms, Pierre has spilled the most ink in defense of the artist throughout
his career, authoring a total of six catalogue essays that form a testament to his close
bond with Cárdenas.
Of his surrealist connections and commentators, Pierre would prove the
most devoted and enduring champion of the sculptor’s oeuvre. A contemporary of
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Cárdenas, Pierre participated in the collective activities of the surrealist movement
from 1952 to 1969, the year of the Parisian group’s official dissolution, serving
as Breton’s secretary of sorts and helping to organize the final three international
surrealist exhibitions. The sculptor developed a lifelong camaraderie with Pierre,
whom he met shortly after arriving in Paris. The Frenchman penned the preface to
his first exhibition held at L’Étoile Scellée gallery in 1956, a mere six months after
Cárdenas had arrived in the French capital, and authored numerous other essays as
well as the only monograph on Cárdenas to date, illustrated with black-and-white
photographs by Martine Franck.53
Closer scrutiny of the surrealists’ writing on Cárdenas illuminates the
surrealist slant on his work. Pervasive in surrealist art and practice from the late
1930s, the overarching theme of eroticism remains a constant thread running
through the laudatory texts by Cárdenas’s surrealist apologists Breton, Pierre, as well
as more peripheral affiliates Mandiargues and Jouffroy.54 In “Cárdenas ou l’Exigence
et la Grace” (Cárdenas or Exactingness and Grace), Pierre leads with a reference to
the myth of Pygmalion and Galatea, the sculptor who falls in love with his creation.55
Variations on the eros theme abound in Pierre’s numerous commentaries. More
explicitly developing the carnal aspect of Cárdenas’s sculpture, the author describes
the way he “caresses the shape of women” in a “celebration of loving union.”56
Along similar lines, Mandiargues frames the sculptor’s relationship with stone in no
uncertain terms as “a sort of passion or absolute love.”57 In more recent art historical
scholarship, Gavin Parkinson has argued that “the dual preoccupation with eroticism
and natural form gives the surrealist context a peculiar relevance in any attempt to
theorize his work.”58 The fecundity of nature with its erotic undertones permeates
the much-quoted last line of Breton’s paean to Cárdenas: “His fingers have sprouted
the great blossoming totem which outlines the curves of a beauty-queen’s waist
better than a saxophone.”
As the embodiment of his Afro-Cuban heritage, Cárdenas’s work also
appealed to the surrealist penchant for world cultures revered as an antidote to the
ruined state of European and Anglo-American civilization, a major current not
unrelated to their celebration of the erotic and the natural world. The surrealists’
embrace of the “other” encompassed their entrenched anti-colonial position with
the issuance of tracts asserting solidarity with popular uprisings, a practice dating
back to the advent of the movement when they gathered support for the insurgents
in the Rif War against French colonial control in Morocco.59 Lines of verse quoted
from “Young Couple” by French poet Arthur Rimbaud, one of Surrealism’s
illustrious precursors, form the epigraph to Breton’s preface: “It is the African
fairy which provides the mulberry and the lattices in the corners.”60 Alluding to
the sculptor’s ancestry and the magical transformative power of his hand, Breton
enlists this persistent surrealist trope to lament how modern industrialized society
has lost touch (both literally and metaphorically) with the forces of nature. While
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Breton’s primitivist-inflected discourse is unquestionably objectionable today, it
was characteristic of the surrealist belief in the universality of human experience.
The sculptor’s use of natural materials—at the time Cárdenas was mostly applying
the direct carving technique to eviscerated elongated pieces of wood to create
elegant vertical “totems,” as he called them himself—also drew obvious parallels to
world sculpture traditions, thereby establishing a link across time and geography, a
fundamental tenet of surrealist thought. When the Cárdenas preface was published
in Surrealism and Painting, however, Breton chose to illustrate it with a reproduction
of Butterfly No. 1, a 1959 marble sculpture, whose voluptuous curvaceous forms
evocative of female anatomy cast the artist’s practice in decidedly more abstract
modernist terms with an emphasis on the conjunction of the erotic and the natural
world as suggested in the title of the work.61
At the Crossroads: Glancing Back and Gazing Forward
Both in his life and his work, Cárdenas circled back to where he had started,
retracing the paths he had followed and forged, revisiting and returning to his
beginnings to finally depart again. In the 1990s, the sculptor returned to Cuba, where
he spent his last years, only to find his way back to Paris, his final resting place at
the Montparnasse cemetery in the quarter where he had landed and launched his

Fig. 6. Agustín Cárdenas, Couple Antillais, 1957, bronze, 444.5 x 114.3 x 59.3 cm © Agustín Cárdenas
Estate
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international career. The vagaries of Cárdenas’s reception lead us on other routes
that run parallel to or crisscross the meandering road the artist followed. It may
come as no surprise then to discover that there are currently only two of the artist’s
sculptures in public collections in the United States, a country that was and still
remains on the periphery of his world.62 Towering above passersby along a bustling
commercial area, Cárdenas’s iconic 1957 bronze Couple Antillais (Antillean Couple,
Fig. 6), often considered his masterpiece, stands like a sentinel at an intersection on
the campus of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.63
Of all the writers who entered into a dialogue with Cárdenas, the eloquent
words of Glissant ring most true, capturing and giving voice to the artist’s silent
sculpted “discourse.” He situates Cárdenas’s “solar” oeuvre at the confluence
of continents and cultures, of history intersecting with the present, where light
commingles with shadow, beings converge and converse.64 The sculptor’s entire
body of work tells the story of these intertwining trajectories, both personal and
collective. His sculptures speak to us of ebbs and flows, of interconnectedness, of
cyclical rhythms. They invite us to contemplate “the interior landscape that brings us
together.”65
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